Abstract. This paper introduces a novel approach of person identification using acoustical monitoring of typing the required word on the monitored keyboard. This experiment was motivated by the idea of COST IC1106 (Integrating Biometrics and Forensics for the Digital Age) partners to acoustically analyse the captured keystroke dynamics database using widely used time-invariant mathematical models tools. The MFCC (Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients) and HMM (Hidden Markov Models) was introduced in this experiment, which gives promising results of 99.33 % accuracy, when testing 25 % of realizations (randomly selected from 100) identifying between 50 users/models. The experiment was repeated for different training/ testing configurations and cross-validated, so this first approach could be a good starting point for next research including feature selection algorithms, biometric authentication score normalization, different audio & keyboard setup tests, etc.
Introduction
The problem of user identification using different biometric features is widely discussed not only for forensic purposes, but also for improving the usability of current information technologies and gadgets. Some people are looking for systems which will recognize them without giving any password, ID card, NFC (near field communication), biometric features (gait, face, fingerprint, handwriting, iris, voice, etc.) or verification questions. This identification could provide new dimension in human-computer interaction, when passing by your digital home assistant you could be informed about your next appointments or possible free time activities around or introduced by your friends' posts from social networks. Of course some people are afraid of identification on public places where Orwell's Big Brother scenarios could be recognized.
The keystroke dynamics (KD) analysis started years ago with analysis of timing information gathered from keyboard driver as key up/down, hold, flight, release, press etc. Using this approach is cheap, because no additional hardware needs to be used; only the software needs to be installed to capture this information. A significant number of researches reported interesting results based on this timing analysis and a deep survey by Banerjee & Woodard could be found in [1] or different classification approaches review by Karnan et al. in [2] . Using the surveillance camera the typed keys could be also recognized using vision analysis techniques described in [3] . There is also a so called static and dynamic approach, where for the dynamic one the keystrokes are monitored continuously during the work on the PC and when the system recognizes that the authenticated user is no longer at the workstation the locking of the session is executed and additional authentication process required [4] .
The problem of acoustical keystrokes analysis for user identification purposes is not so widely covered nowadays and for example the acoustical analysis was used for keys identification or authentication purposes from free typed text which is a very challenging task [5] or recognizing the key pressed acoustically investigated by IBM research labs [6] and also revisited by current technologies (language model analysis included) by Berkeley University [7] . It could be said that the user identification based on acoustical monitoring of the keyboard could be a very interesting research area and after tuning the system and the acoustic score normalization it could also be used for authentication purposes in the future.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2. the acoustical keystroke database collection is described. Section 3. provides an overview of the features and algorithms used for acoustical analysis of the keystrokes. Section 3. presents the results obtained during the different training and testing scenarios, and in the last Section the discussion about the results and future work will be concluded.
Database Collection
The data collection was prepared after analysis of previously collected acoustical keystroke data described in the papers [8] and [9] , where the same word "kirakira" was typed and inspired by [10] we used four sessions for every user with short pause in-between them. The database was recorded on NIS Lab (Norwegian Information Security) in Gjovik where every of 50 participants typed 100 times the same word "password" in four consecutive sessions, and he has no display for visual control of the typed characters. The supervisor stops the participant after successfully typed 25 correct session passwords. According to available IT volunteers gender distribution there were 40 male participants comparing to 10 females of average age around 26 years.
The database capturing was done using cheap widely used webcam microphone (Logitech model QuickCam Pro 9000) in 10 cm distance from the desktop keyboard (DELL model SK-8135) in semi-controlled en- vironment (quiet room, but with no sound insulation) as shown depicted in Fig. 1 . Besides the audio data (depicted in Fig. 2 ) the timing information was also captured in the attached workstation PC.
Accuracy was used as the main evaluation metric in this case. The accuracy is defined as ratio of all tested recordings N and all tested recordings N decreased by the substitution error S according to Eq. (1).
From the captured audio (44.1 kHz 16 bit PCM mono converted to 16 kHz for MFCC computation) and timing information files a database was compiled using the session number information in the filename. This information was later used to try to test how the number of the session relates with the discriminative potential of the recordings. In other words if it is better to use the first, middle or last session for training purposes or if the session number influence the way we type on the keyboard.
Acoustical Analysis of the Keystroke Recordings
First of all the feature extraction algorithm needs to be decided for particular purpose of acoustical analysis of keystroke sounds. From previous research of currently used techniques presented in [5] we decided to start with MFCC coefficients (keystroke MFCC coefficients depicted in Fig. 3 ), which seems to have better discrimination results comparing to FFT [7] . Also our previous experiences from acoustical events detection as gunshots or breaking glass reviewed in [11] shows that MFCC could be successfully used.
The acoustical analysis of time-invariant sounds could be done using widely used HMM models. The different timing of keystrokes sound and the well know techniques for training the HMM models could help to easy setup construction. The HTK tools were chosen for training and testing purposes [12] .
The MFCC coefficients were extracted using 25 ms Hamming window and 10 ms frame shift. Mel-filter bank was created by 26 filters. The log energy was also computed together with first (velocity) and second (acceleration) time derivatives of the basic 12 cepstral coefficients. The resulted 39 dimension MFCC vector was used for training and testing the fully ergodic HMM models (with possibility to jump over next states or backwards) using Viterbi decoding algorithm.
The first approach was to select randomly one fourth of every user recordings to testing set. After discussions about possible real life applications we decide to try also other setups, for example only one session was used for training (we tried all 4 ones sequentially) etc.
For example in real life the user is not patient enough in the training phase of the system, so he needs to learn quickly, and then it is usually tested the trained models much more times. But of course having bigger training data increase the accuracy so finally we tried all combinations of training and testing sessions setup.
For HMM models we also decided to try not only one state transition matrix (excluding the input and output state) but also increasing the number of states, but then we have problems to train the models because of small amount of training data in some scenarios. The increasing number of PDF (Probability Density Functions) should also help the system accuracy, but there was also a problem with small amount of training data depending on number of training sessions used in particular scenario. The models with number of PDF smaller then 64 was outperformed so we do not present them in the paper.
Conclusion and Results Discussion
As you can see in Fig. 4 the accuracy (number of correct identifications divided by number of all test recordings) increased if more sessions were used for training and if we randomly select the test recordings, but this could be a problem in real life application. The best results were achieved for one state 256 PDF model trained on 75 % randomly selected recordings 99.33 %, which was 97.03 % after cross validation (where whole sessions were tests sets). The accuracy decreased when using two sessions for training to 95.64 % after cross validation. When using only one session for training the system achieved 90.62 % (cross-validated) and in this case the best result was 92.91 % for second session used for training, and worse 88.93 % for the fourth training session.
In future work we want to examine other possible features for user identification task, different transformation and discriminant analysis algorithms developed in our lab [13] , and work on resulted score normalization for improving the biometric authentication potential of the acoustical analysis of KD. 
